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INTRODUCTION
The ‘utter strangeness’1 of the confessional faith we know in the
Western world today as Christianity has somewhat lost its edge. Almost
everything that scandalised both 1st century Jewish and Graeco-Roman
audiences has come to be accepted in the West as self-evident, if not
passe. In Dominion, one of the many arguments which Tom Holland
builds is that the genesis of Christianity was an ethically revolutionary
movement, that has ever been gathering steam.2 Much of what our
society believes has come to us from many centuries of the core
message of Christianity taking root and sprouting into every aspect of
our lives. Holland makes the case that whether we are secular or
religious in the West today — what we believe about Human Rights,
where history is going, sexuality and treatment of the less fortunate, are
all deeply influenced by the Christian tradition.
The true purpose of this paper is not only to critically engage with
Holland’s thesis, but to weigh the value of his insights for the Church’s
mission in the 21st century Western world. Why use Holland’s work for
this endeavour? Namely, to paraphrase Burns, there is value in seeing
ourselves as others see us.3 Holland has a valuable perspective as one
who has come to reckon with the Christian bent of his surroundings,4
but who does not exactly identify as what Christians would term a
believer.5 One may then ask, what has Athens to do with Jerusalem?
What value can we find for Christian mission from a secular historian?
This is where it is helpful to take a classically reformed approach when
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seeking to integrate theology and culture.6 As Bavinck observed, if all
truth has its origin in the God of truth, we ought to take stock of it
wherever it may appear.7 Further, given the startling statistics in terms
of the Church’s shrinkage in the West, surely it behoves us to learn
humbly from whatever sources we can, about seeking to continue our
mission.

The central thesis that Holland puts forward, and the subsequent
question for the Western church’s mission are both quite simple.
Holland argues that Christianity, particularly its ethics and
eschatological presuppositions have been so thoroughly baked into
Western society— that they are no longer noticeable. The question for
the Church is, if this thesis holds water, where do we go from here —
particularly when so much of what made our faith radical has now been
absorbed as normative? Has much of our missionary impetus and value
been cut off, in a sense, by our success at influencing the society at
large?
In the following, Holland’s thesis will be critically analysed under the
headings of human rights and epistemology, sexuality, Marxism, and
eschatology in Part 1. Thereafter, a response will be offered in Part 2
seeking to apply the findings and implications of his work for our
approach to human rights, the supernatural aspect of Christian belief,
and finally the issue of power and weakness in our culture.
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1 ETHICS & ESCHATOLOGY
The progress from Jesus’ teachings through the ages to basic
Western axioms.
a. Human Rights and Epistemology
Absolutely central to Holland’s thesis, is the claim that human rights, the
basic concern of dignity and wellbeing for one’s fellow man or woman,
emerges not from the Enlightenment, or indeed natural law—but from
canon law in the middle age Catholic church—and beyond that, the
teachings of Holy Scripture.8

One of the main effects Holland argues Christianity has had is the that
the concept of human rights is now a ubiquitous axiom of western
civilisation.9 Firstly, let us consider how Holland sets the historical
scene of the Sitz im Leben in which Christianity emerges. If it is to be
claimed an ethical revolution of some sort has taken place,10 it is fitting
that the contrast with what came before is fully set out. Holland does
this by parsing the myths of power, glory and prowess esteemed in the
Hellenistic world.11 To illustrate this cultural situation, Holland draws on
evidence from Homer’s writing to show that prayer was synonymous
with boasting in his poetry. Reified tales of rape and pillage by Zeus
support this picture. Indeed, a further crucial detail, in its revelation
about the cultural forces at play, is the aspirational motif in the Iliad that
to ‘blaze like a golden flame’ and attain a ‘godlike pitch’ was ‘to be most
fully a man’.12 Holland employs these sources from antiquity to support
two critical claims. Firstly, that power and valour were venerated (and
weakness despised), and that the Hellenistic world was male
dominated, which continues to be true as Christianity emerges in the 1 st
century. Undoubtedly this is of huge consequence, as it is well
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documented that children, women, and slaves were all vastly inferior to
men in the authority based social stratification of the Graeco-Roman
world.13
We may note at this point that the current milieu of the 21st century
West is far removed from such a situation, replete with women’s and
children’s rights, imperfect though our systems may be.14 In chapter
twelve it is demonstrated how Hitler’s anthropology was little more than
a return to an ancient worldview of the strong eating the weak, which is
why we view and treat it as aberration in the West. 15 Something has
changed in our ethical principles since the 1st century, but how and
when did this change take place? Holland stacks up several key points
to shed light on this. Firstly, in chapter three, the scene in Galatia is
pivotal for Holland’s thesis where St Paul teaches that there is ‘neither
Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in
Christ Jesus’.16 Indeed, pressing this historically disruptive idea further,
Holland sees the portrayal of Christ in the early church as central to this
ethic:
That Christ – whose participation in the divine sovereignty over
space and time … had become human, and suffered death on the
ultimate instrument of torture, was precisely the measure of Paul’s
understanding of God: that he was love. The world stood
transformed as a result.17
A sound observation here, with which Christian theology heartily
resonates, is the costliness of Christ’s redemption. Paul grounds much
of his Christology throughout the epistle to the Galatians in the Old
Testament motif of securing redemption and freedom. It stands to
reason this exemplary movement by the God of Heaven, engendered a
13
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new egalitarian kinship among the followers, seeking to emulate His
gracious treatment of them.18 And indeed it seems this seed of equality
for all, continued to germinate as shown by the decision of two wealthy
Cappadocians, Basil and Gregory in the 4th century to devote their lives
to the poor, driven by the belief that ‘dignity, which no philosopher had
ever taught, might be possessed by the stinking, toiling masses, was for
all’.19 When canon law begins to be hammered out by a monk named
Gratian around 1150, it is his search for a guiding ethic to iron out
apparent inconsistencies in various ecclesial decrees that leads him to
settle upon the golden rule—which heavily influences the Western legal
tradition as a result.20 To love neighbour as oneself is venerated as the
supreme rule, although at this point in the thesis there seems a little
confusion between Paul’s admonition and Jesus’ summary of the law
and prophets.21

But for Holland, is this ethical revolution properly grounded in Christ or
in Paul? Biblical scholarship has often stressed the dichotomy between
the teachings ascribed to Christ and Paul, and the apparent tension
therein.22 To be sure, in biblical studies this debate has frequently
encompassed the doctrine of Justification, and Jesus’ stress on the
Kingdom of God more so than Paul.23 Scholars such as Aune have
argued that Jesus’ mission and ministry was anything but inclusive or
universal in affirming other ethnicities:

As the founder of a revitalization movement, Jesus was primarily
interested in the restoration of all Israel in the end time…To that
extent his proclamation of the imminent arrival of the Kingdom of
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God was an ethnocentric message, for Jesus did not regard either
himself or his disciples as having a mission to the Gentiles.24
So is Jesus’ ministry ethno-centric, and has Holland subsequently
based this key element of his thesis on a later interpolation from Pauline
thought?25 To this we may bring two rejoinders. Firstly, the ethnocentricity of Christ’s mission, when read in a canon-wide eschatological
framework, is consistent with an ever-expanding guest list to the God of
Israel’s table.26 The capstone of this trajectory would be the great
commission—to preach the gospel to all nations. In terms of Christ’s
mission, an exegetical argument can also be made from John 12:20-26
that the arrival of the Greeks at Passover was a presage of the passion
event— since Christ’s death would be the catalyst for the spread of
God’s salvation to all people.27 Secondly, Holland consistently traces
the expanding equality in Christian Europe to the very core of Christ’s
ministry and teaching, in so far as it was received this way in church
tradition.28 Holland illustrates this perhaps most poignantly through a
historical vignette in the story of Martin, bishop of Tours in 4th century
Gaul. He lived as a poor beggar in obedience to Christ’s command to
‘sell all he had’.29 A touching tale is retold of his former army career,
when he had cut his cloak in two to warm a freezing and foreign beggar.
Set against the backdrop of Roman snobbery and ethnocentricity,
Holland connects this vitality of faith to the famed parable of the good
Samaritan told by Jesus. Further, with a view to analysis to come, we
must note yet another recurring theme in this account of how
Christianity changed the West. It often had the characteristic feature of
radical self-denial, obedience to Christ, even to great personal cost. It
24
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could be argued, this concern for charity and justice, often in
contradistinction to the prevailing norms of society where Christian
communities find themselves, is a missional ethic that stretches back to
the Torah.30 The centrality of such a counter-cultural ethic emerges as a
common denominator where Christianity has made a lasting cultural
impact, from the ancient world to the modern.31

Despite the historical evidence presented in Dominion for the positive
change Christianity has affected in the West, not all agree our human
rights emerge from Christianity. In 1952 the precursor organisation to
Humanists International hammered out the Amsterdam Declaration—a
summary of basic human rights and responsibilities which utterly
eschews reliance on or acknowledgement of religion.32 The milieu of the
20th century Western world saw a hurtling towards autonomy as the
highest virtue, an increasing ease with which belief could be
abandoned, and so a rise in wholly naturalistic explanations for
everything from the cosmos to human rights.33 Perhaps the most
recognisable front of this movement in popular culture has been the
‘New Atheists’. A key contention set out by the ‘New Atheists’, is that
human rights are something we can attain through scientific enquiry,
with no need of religious dogma.34 A salient example may be found in
Sam Harris’ The Moral Landscape, where he argues that virtue may
arise perfectly plausibly from naturalistic and evolutionary impulses:

Many people imagine that the theory of evolution entails
selfishness as a biological imperative. This popular misconception
has been very harmful to the reputation of science… In truth,
human cooperation and its attendant moral emotions are fully
compatible with biological evolution. Selection pressure at the
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level of “selfish” genes would surely incline creatures like
ourselves to make sacrifices for our relatives.35
In short, we have no need for a creator to guide us toward such things
as human rights and values of kinship. ‘As we better understand the
brain, we will increasingly understand all of the forces—kindness,
reciprocity, trust, openness to argument, respect for evidence, intuitions
of fairness, impulse control, the mitigation of aggression’.36 Harris
argues that such impulses to co-operate, sacrifice, and help one
another arise out of our common kinship and quasi-selfish desire to
pass on our bloodline. But Holland rejects this thesis. In Dominion
hammers this nail repeatedly, reflecting on the power of Christian ideas
in the modern West:

That every human being possessed an equal dignity was not
remotely self-evident a truth. A Roman would have laughed at it.
To campaign against discrimination on the grounds of gender or
sexuality, however, was to depend on large numbers of people
sharing in a common assumption: that everyone possessed an
inherent worth. The origins of this principle – as Nietzsche had so
contemptuously pointed out – lay not in the French Revolution, nor
in the Declaration of Independence, nor in the Enlightenment, but
in the Bible.37
Holland offers a tour-de-force of historical analysis to counter the idea
that anything approximating human rights is natural or normative in
history.38 Further, much of Harris’ aspirational writing, towards a
humanity of ever-increasing co-operation, is surely nothing if not
redolent with Christian eschatological hopes of a world to come. Why
would this be apparent, in the writings of an avowed atheist?
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Charting the history of atheism as an ideology and social movement
reveals an important insight about its origin. A case can be made that
this trajectory begins with Isaac Newton. Ultimately, it is the stout faith
of Newtown which motivates his scientific discoveries. But
paradoxically, his work leads to a reliance on self-governing natural
laws that seem to erode the metaphysical need for a Creator and
Sustainer. Thus:
This development paved the way for atheism, since theism that
was built on scientific knowledge eventually generated its own
negation… Atheism, then, was not an external challenge to theism
but rather the result of a revolution within theology itself, which is
to say that the origins of modern atheism are ultimately
theological.39

The growing tension in Christendom had been an epistemological one,
with rising suspicion that the Church may not have a lock on God’s
truth, after all. From Luther’s right to private interpretation to the bloody
battles for religious liberty in the Glorious Revolution, Holland shows
how suspicion of authority led to a rather fractured approach to truth in
the protestant church:
One believer’s anarchy might just as well be another’s freedom.
Presbyterians who sought to make criminals of other Protestants ...
had to tread carefully... Every Christian had to be free to seek his
own path to God. It was not the business of a state, still less that of
the Church to trammel the workings of the Spirit.40
In a sense, the above has explanatory power for a great deal of post
Christendom society in the West. One might argue that the schism of
the Church, and challenge to early modern papal authority, opened the
floodgates for a crisis of epistemology— and laid the groundwork for a
vast patchwork of privately constructed beliefs. In a word,
individualism.41 And Holland carefully builds his argument from here on.
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He sees the Deism and Rationalism of the Enlightenment as a natural
product of the reformation.42 This in turn paved the way for the
positivism and ‘science alone’ dogma which came to characterise so
much modern Western thought, portraying medieval Christendom as a
‘hellhole of backwardness’.43 Thus a complex historical picture is drawn
with a modern West utterly devoted to the idea of human rights and
common kinship — while also rejecting any supernatural origin of such
values.

This could be viewed in one of two ways. Either the values and
development of Christianity contained the seeds of its own erosion once
its epistemology developed to such a point, or, such secular worldviews
are natural offspring of Christianity and potentially offer a roadmap back
to ‘the enchanted garden’ of belief, where the very idea of our human
rights had their beginning. Whichever is the case, Holland clearly has
done a fine job of demonstrating the intertwined relationship between
our sense of human rights in the West, and the developing
epistemology from Christianity to secular humanism.

b. Sexuality and Marriage

Holland argues that Christianity has impressed upon our values
regarding marriage and sexuality in various ways. He posits that
seemingly innate values such as the right to choose one’s partner, and
to base that choice on romantic love, grow out of medieval applications
of Christian canon law.44

The situation in which St Paul writes is acquainted with homoeroticism,
and widespread practice by males in the 1st century Roman world.45
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Indeed, Paul’s thoroughly Jewish categorising of such acts ‘that
parodied the natural order’46 would have been novel to a gentile
audience.47 A sound tradition of Christian scholarship has read Paul’s
coining of the term arsenokoitai as prohibiting all male-male erotic
behaviour.48 Concurrently, this has been a view supported widely in
both Western and Eastern Christian tradition.49 And yet, Holland
demonstrates historically that the evolving and debatable nature of key
terms such as ‘sodomy’ within Christianity, laid the tracks for the
possibility of ambiguity in its ethical stance on the issue.50 And Holland
is no revisionist. He acknowledges ‘the notion that men or women might
be defined sexually by their attraction to people of the same gender
remained too novel’ for the writers of the New Testament.51 Indeed, he
argues that sexual appetite was always regarded with ‘suspicion and
anxiety’ in Christianity, which is why Paul sought to channel it in a single
direction.52 But he must be praised for bringing serious nuance to this
issue, albeit the discussion would have benefitted from expansion. In
chapter twenty-one, which is devoted to the concept of modern ‘wokeness’, and commenting on recent US culture wars Holland writes:
If opponents of abortion were the heirs of Macrina, who had toured
the rubbish tips of Cappadocia looking for abandoned infants to
rescue, then those who argued against them were likewise
drawing on deeply rooted Christian supposition: that every
woman’s body was her own, and to be respected as such by every
man. Supporters of gay marriage were quite as influenced by the
Church’s enthusiasm for monogamous fidelity as those against it
were by biblical condemnations of men who slept with men.53
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Holland here juxtaposes what seems to be impossible bedfellows, on
opposite sides of the LGBTQ and abortion debates, contending that
they are essentially both arguing from deeply Christian first principles.
Of course, the traditionalist position, opposing same sex marriage and
transgender acquiescence can appeal to the longstanding Christian
practice of restraining desire as a virtue and bulwark against sin.54
Indeed, Christian writers such as Rod Dreher forcefully reject the idea
of gay rights as a Christian outgrowth, arguing that its’ success as a
movement is ‘because the Christian cosmology has dissipated in the
mind of the West’.55 We are now circling in on the heart of the matterwhat is really meant by ‘Christian’, and can an affirmation of LGBTQ
issues properly belong within its orbit? It seems there are two key
issues in answering this question. One would be the rubric of
confessional affirmation, historically recognised, as being essential to
authentic Christianity. Secondly, the ethical disposition that such a
confession informs in one’s life.56 More succinctly, systematic and
practical theology, respectively.

A great deal of the complexity in dealing with this issue is, as Holland
argues, the very concept of ‘sodomy’ has not been fixed or consistently
defined in all eras of church history. In her book on this issue Bridget
Eileen Rivera argues that the modern concept of homosexuality owes
more to Freudian frameworks than honest biblical exegesis.57 Rivera
makes the case that given the data and evidence of psychological harm
experienced by such groups in traditional Christian spaces, they by
definition are the ‘least of these’ whom Christ would affirm and love.58
To conclude this portion, it seems simply anachronistic and untenable
54
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to make LGBTQ affirmation a shibboleth that excludes one from
historic, confessional Christianity, which is the first issue. Given the
constant principle of reform, and ever-widening inclusion shown in the
history of Christianity, it appears perfectly plausible that this impulse in
western society has grown out of the ethical foundations laid by
Christianity, specifically the care of Jesus Christ for the most
marginalised—which should be a guide in how we apply our theology in
the West today.
c. The Last Shall Be First — The Rise of Socialism from The Sermon on
the Mount

In contemporary discourse, it is common for the ideals of communism to
be contrasted with the Christian faith, namely due to the entirely
atheistic framework of Marx which gave birth to communism.59 The
hostility of many communist states toward practicing Christians,60 and
even the economic philosophy of communism are thought by some to
bolster this dichotomy.61 Holland however suggests there may be a
closer link between these groups than is often assumed to be the case.

To unpack this, in chapter twelve Holland uses the scene of a refugee
town in the 15th century, named Tabor in the Czech republic as the
backdrop.62 Holland sketches the contours of this Christian utopian
experiment with no wages, taxes or hierarchies — and debt forgiveness
for all, just as the apostles had done in Acts.63 And certainly, this band
59
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of Hussites fleeing the wars of the Holy Roman Empire ostensibly bore
the marks of an embryonic form of communism, abetted by stern
preaching against the Church’s hordes of wealth and pomp. As in first
century Palestine and as would happen later in 18 th century France, this
new idealism and zealotry has an anti-establishment and revolutionary
flare.64 However, as much as this community draws on the practical
economic example of the apostles, history seems to show that perhaps
eschatological zeal, and monastic escapism from the ‘corrupt’ empire
may have been just as influential as a desire to share all things, for its
own sake.65 Fudge also notes that while historically there had been
Christian assent to the idea of equality of all people, it largely did not
lead to the implementation of practical social reform.66 This does
perhaps look as though Holland is drawing together disparate events
from the Acts of the Apostles to late medieval Europe and finding direct
causal links. Which begs the question, if the revolutionary force of this
ethos was so strong, why it did not engender such communities and
movements beforehand, or indeed more frequently? Nonetheless,
Holland pays strong attention the apocalyptic dimension of this
movement, and how its’ clarion against the papacy begins to inspire
ordinary Czech citizens to question the authority of that institution:
Meanwhile, out in the slums, the resentment was of the rich. The
most popular preachers were those who condemned the wealth of
monasteries adorned with gold and sumptuous tapestries and
demanded a return to the stern simplicity of the early days of the
Church … the papacy, seduced by the temptation of earthly glory,
had forgotten that the gospels speak most loudly to the poor, to
the humble, to the suffering.67
That line, perhaps out of any in the book, ought to be somewhat
sobering for the Western church, with its dual status of increasing
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irrelevance and relative comfort in its’ social setting.68 If anything, the
Church has consistently aimed too low in its appreciation of the holistic
and radical nature of Jesus’ teaching on the Sermon on the Mount.69 It
hardly seems coincidental that the period in which the Church centred
around Europe has seen acute decline, has also coincided with soaring
material wealth in that part of the world.70 Perhaps at least partially, ‘the
spirit has become a vibe’ as Western culture, and particularly those who
are involved in shaping it,71 have experienced previously untold levels
of comfort and relative luxury— putting them ‘far from the kingdom’- or
indeed far from feeling its’ revolutionary approach might be needed. 72
No one considers revolution while the good times are rolling. Indeed,
we find not only theological and biblical support, but historical support
for the idea that the ‘good news’ is more readily apprehended by those
in difficult circumstances materially.73 And this need not be always
financial, such as in the Welsh revivals when social displacement from
agrarian society to mining preceded a record number of conversions
nationally.74

The level of convenience, ease, and pursuit of personal fulfilment as a
cultural phenomenon, have at least the appearance of having filled the
gap in the soul; where previously, a measure of struggle, displacement
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and even societal crisis led previous generations to seek the kingdom.75
Perhaps it is a low-hanging target to hit out at, castigating the vapid
cultural narcissism of post-modern western life.76 But it seems
reasonable to see a compounding effect with the evaporation of
Christian belief, and a growing listlessness in the great ocean of
materialism that is post-modern Western life.

But was this triumph of materialism inevitable? Holland adds further
nuance here. Marx, it was thought, had provided a parallel social and
economic thesis to that of Christianity; that the worker had evolved to
take the place of a slave-like machine, awaiting his liberation in the next
phase of economic evolution when capitalism would surely collapse.77
Indeed, Marx was consistent in his claims the man is primarily
phenomenological, rather than spiritual.78 The only problem with this
theory, which Holland explicates, is that the morality of Marx’s theories
were anything but cold hard science:

From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs.
Here was a slogan with the clarity of a scientific formula. Except,
of course, that is was no such thing. Its line of descent was evident
to anyone familiar with the Acts of the Apostles … For a selfprofessed materialist, he was oddly prone to seeing the world as
the Church Fathers had once done: as a battleground between
cosmic forces of good and evil.79
If anything, it could be argued Holland does not push this thesis far
enough. He does a very comprehensive job of showing the Christian
trail that leads back from Marx, to the early modern, medieval, and early
church era. But noticing Marx is operating under Christian assumptions
about morality is to scratch the surface, and those who would say
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Christianity and Marxism have no converging lines show a paucity of
theological thinking.80 Indeed, as Kuyper’s reformed political theology
demonstrates, it is a perfectly Christian and noble aim to work for
economic fairness and liberty across the various spheres of output in
our society.81 Not only can we trace a historical line of influence from
Jesus to Marx, as Holland does, but a robust theology of common grace
as espoused by Bavinck would surely accommodate that a seed of
truth, which seeks the flourishing of mankind, may well germinate even
in one as professedly hostile to the Christian God as Marx.82 To sum up
this reflection, perhaps Christian suspicion of Marx and his doctrines
have created unnecessary suspicion of axioms the Church should
heartily embrace as perfectly aligned to its own ethical teaching— the
last shall indeed be first and the Church ought to work towards it.

d. Eschatology
Building the Eternal City — Hope
The author of the book of Hebrews, commenting on the pilgrimage of
Abraham writes that he was ‘looking forward to the city with
foundations, whose architect and builder is God’.83

T

his practice of

looking forward with eschatological hope, passed into Western political
and cultural thought from the middle ages onwards.84 The hope of an
eternal and just kingdom on earth is professed from the days of the
apostles, to the Cappadocian fathers, and into the middle ages without
losing any fervency.85 Notably, much of the apocalyptic fervency in
Abrahamic religion has historically led to asceticism and extreme
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withdrawal from society.86 But focussing on the determination of 16th
century friar Cajetan, Holland highlights a distinctly optimistic approach
to eschatology which he argues shaped Western political thought:
The Kingdoms of the Indians were legitimate states … that neither
kings nor emperors, nor the Church itself had any right to ordain
their conquest; here, in Cajetan’s opinion, were the principles fit to
govern a globalised age. There was, in this innovative programme
of international law, a conscious attempt to lay the foundations of
something enduring.87
Holland illustrates this turn towards an enduring and lasting vision by
citing the vast building projects begun by the Church at his time.88 And
indeed this view was not without precedent. As Tom Wright
demonstrates, Jewish apocalyptic thought as the predecessor, was
rather good at infusing theological meaning into the present political
reality, as opposed to a kind of gnostic escapism.89 Just as was seen
with the value judgements of Marx, such a view also depends on a
constant striving towards future redemption, an inbuilt, hopefully
eschatology.90 Moltmann develops this work further, and finds an utterly
Messianic quality to seeking a sense of liberation and justice in the
present world:
The power of history is exercised by the mighty… the messianic
interpretation sees ‘the moment’ that interrupts time, and lets us
pause in the midst of progress, as the power for conversion…
God’s messianic future wins power over the present. New
perspectives open up. The deadliness of progress towards the
economic, ecological, nuclear and genetic catastrophes is
recognised … I should like to call this the redemption of the future
from the power of history.91
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Moltmann thoroughly develops the eschatological impulse that Holland
has noticed running through Christendom and making its present felt in
the current political order of the West — the conviction that we ought to
strive for a just and peaceful settlement internationally.92 Not only are
Christian ethics thoroughly ingrained in Western thought, but so too is
Christian apocalypse, in the sense of striving towards an eternal and
just city, that bears the marks of the ideal society.
The Coming Judgment — Fear
But it is perhaps the spectre of a day or reckoning, which most overtly
links Christian apocalypse with Western culture. A salient example is
how Holland describes the ardent striving of Maximilien Robespierre
during the French Revolution:
Good and evil locked in a climactic battle, the entire world at stake;
the damned compelled to drink the wine of wrath; a new age
replacing the old: here were the familiar contours of apocalypse.
When, demonstrating that its justice might reach even into the
grave, the revolutionary government ordered the exhumation of
the royal necropolis at Saint-Denis, the dumping of royal corpses
into lime pits was dubbed by those who had commissioned it the
Last Judgement.93

There are two aspects here present in the French Revolution which
Holland helpfully teases out. One is the collective impulse that moral
reform, or ‘cleansing’ must take place.94 Secondly, is the sense of a
final epoch, a ‘last day’ which is approaching that necessitates
preparation.95 And of course, a brief foray into the artistic imagination of
contemporary popular culture shows this fascination hasn’t gone
anywhere; print and visual media are replete with stories of earth’s
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destruction, natural disasters, zombies overrunning the earth, collisions
with space objects, nuclear winters and totalitarian hellscapes—many
tracing a line directly to biblical narratives and ideas.96 Perhaps, it may
be helpful to offer a comment on how these twin impulses have taken
their seats in the modern West. Self-evidently the West is far from the
Robespierrean urge to enact biblical wrath and exterminate entire
classes of people, however depraved they may be deemed. It may be
fairly said that Christian values have become so embedded that even
our worst criminals are generally served with the basic dignities of life.
What Western society might reflect now, however, is a continuing
commitment to apocalyptic thought, but with uncertainty as to where to
ground it. If the grounding Christian ideal is to work now because the
end approaches, what should we work for? Care for the poor, or racial
or women’s or transexual rights? Or does the climate debate strike such
an alarm the rest are irrelevant? Indeed, to push this further, our
cultures fascination with art and film that depicts the end may betray
that sense of disorientation. Specifically, and to develop on Holland’s
thesis here—there may indeed be a strong link between our being
untethered from our Christian moorings and doomsday obsessions. A
lack of grounding may be posited to heighten the sense that the end
could be coming for us all indiscriminately— a spectre that seems all
the more terrible as we are unmoored from our culture’s founding
narrative and belief structure.

2 IMPLICATIONS FOR MISSION
Does Christianity have anything left to offer once its ethical norms
have become embedded in society?
a. Human Rights
Holland’s historical narrative does more than simply point to a great
deal of Christian influence on Western norms. He demonstrates that the
culture has left faith behind.97 He also claims that the kneading of
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Christian ethics into the very fabric of the West, by the 20th century, has
had the effect of somewhat obscuring the mission and message:
Like dust particles so fine as to be invisible to the naked eye, they
were breathed in equally by everyone: believers, atheists, and
those who never paused so much as to think about religion.98

Holland uses an effective vignette to demonstrate this, looking at the
unironic message of John Lennon’s ‘Imagine’, with its painful lack of
self-awareness about borrowing heavily Christian assumption to
postulate about the bliss of no belief.99

Again and again, Christians had found themselves touched by
God’s Spirit; again and again they had found themselves brought
by it into the light. Now, though, the Spirit had taken on a new
form. No longer Christian, it had become a vibe. Not to get down
with it was to be stranded on the wrong side of history. The
concept of progress, unyoked from the theology that had given it
birth, had begun to leave Christianity trailing in its wake.100

The sacral has been overtaken by the secular. A holy temple replaced
with a giant luxurious and comfortable room for opining about peace
and love. And it wasn’t only John Lennon who seemed blissfully
unaware of his Christian suppositions: ‘The trace elements of
Christianity continued to infuse people’s morals and presumptions so
utterly that many failed to even detect their presence’.101
On the face of it, if Holland’s thesis is correct here, it is terrible news for
churches in the West, particularly for a faith that has mission at its very
heart.102 Census data in Scotland confirms that between 2001 and 2011
those identifying with the national church were overtaken by those who
98
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do not have any religious affiliation.103 Scotland particularly, appears to
be hit hard by the secularising trend, with an estimated projected
Christian population of under 6% in most of Scotland by 2025.104 Is this
an outright assault, simple erosion over time, or a great opportunity for
evangelism?
In Europe, Paas notes that ‘in this profoundly secularized environment,
people do not even bother to be atheists’.105 In the UK context at least,
there is some evidence to suggest the decline is driven more by apathy
and seeming irrelevance, than hostility.106 This would harmonise with
Holland’s claim that people’s Christian assumptions have become
imperceptible to them, and thus they have happily assumed the ethical
tenets, but see no need to go further.107 There is no perceived need to
seek out the dogma, particularly being awash in a culture of antisupernatural bias, making previous structures and approaches to
evangelism untenable.108 Is this a cul-de-sac for Christianity in the
West? Of course not, we may say — the Church uniquely has salvation
to offer, as it always has, and needs to unapologetically return to the
task of that proclamation and worship.109 This is simply a matter of the
Church’s self-confidence.110 But this view risks not only a kind of gnostic
(an inherently sub-Christian) focus on souls, but it is also tone deaf to
the cultural situation it is surrounded by.
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Conversely, a purely historical, and naturalist reading of the issue may
go something like this: Christianity was a radical movement and had an
enormous transformative effect on culture, for the good. But given its
reliance on antiquated myths, and the advance of scientific knowledge,
humanity has simply outgrown its need for the myths, and will go on
happily making progress with the ethical residual.111 In short, the faith
has lost cultural clout, and relevance. Paas has an insightful
observation that the loss of cultural power can however be helpful to
mission, by driving a focus on what is critical rather than peripheral:

Secularization and the loss of cultural power tend to burn away all
minor debates; they are great tools to help us concentrate on core
issues and forget about everything marginal. There are no ways to
keep the ‘world’ at a distance or under control.’112
Paas is making an argument about the very posture which mission
should take today in the West as much as anything. Do we still pretend
we occupy the seat or centre of cultural power, or wistfully long for a
world in which that is the case? Or do we acknowledge a
marginalisation that allows us to rethink, and perhaps even ask better
questions of our post-Christian culture to engage it?

Positively, Christianity can offer a hope to re-ground the unity of
humanity. While embers of this belief still glow in in Western culture,113
there is yet plenty of tribalism to go around. The brotherhood of all
mankind continues to be a belief laden with value judgement. Bavinck
writes ‘for however great the difference between races may be, upon
deeper investigation the unity and kinship of all people nevertheless
emerges all the more clearly’.114 Bavinck here grounds his argument in
the fact that a belief in humanity grounded in naturalism, or indeed
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purely Darwinism, is liable to have differences between races sharply
contrasted, leading to damaging anthropology such as that of
Nietzsche.115 Of course, that is not to say Christianity has not had to
reckon with anthropologies constructed from within that have been
abhorrent. But to return to Holland, given that a ‘brotherhood of
humanity’ is an unquestioned assumption now in the West, there is
fertile ground for driving that deeper, with a strong philosophical
grounding in the God who created all equal, as ‘priests’ of a good
creation.116 For example, in our current climate debate and crisis, there
is somewhat of a vacuum, even amidst the most vociferous of
campaigning, as to the ‘why’ the planet must be saved. Christianity has
always had the resources of sense-making or indeed purpose forming
when it comes to caring for planet and responsible use of its resources.
It has an enormously high premium on the creation itself, and the value
of human life because they are imbued with the reflection and image of
the Almighty.
Furthermore, none of humanity’s attempts at utopia have ever
materialised.117 This can be demonstrated empirically as well as
philosophically: ‘If anything is certain, it is that sin is not an accidental
phenomenon in the life of individuals, but a state and manner of life
involving the whole human race, a property of human nature’, writes
Bavinck.118 Bosch notes, in keeping with Holland’s thesis, that
modernity didn’t give up on the idea of salvation, the focus simply
shifted to humanity as the agent.119 And Christianity itself has not been
immune from this impulse. Indeed certain strands Christian theology in
the 20th century attempted to make the humanitarian and social ideals
of Christ the central idea, as opposed to the historic focus of either
cosmic redemption or substitutionary atonement.120 Essentially, this
115
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could be construed as a crisis of salvation—what do we really need
saved from, and for? And where do we ultimately place our hope for
redemption? To be sure, an overly narrow definition of salvation as
‘soul-escape’ is not remotely the whole counsel of God.121 There is
rather a unity in Christian teaching between soul and body, matter and
spirit, that cannot be separated. But so too, is there calamity in
characterising redemption on purely horizontal, human terms, as Bosch
explains:
Unchecked technological development has become nonsensical
since Earth’s non-renewable resources are being exhausted, while
the rich become richer and the poor become poorer… We have, in
addition, become conscious of the real possibility that our
technological and scientific know-how may lead to irreversibly
ruining our eco-system.122
It’s not so much despite our great progressive leaps of problems we still
have the human plight, but indeed in many cases because of them. We
are stuck with original sin, however it may be defined — but its fruit is
ever clear to see. As this is being written, troops are stationed all along
the Russian Ukrainian border threating a catastrophic global conflict,
with the shadow of the Cold War beginning to loom once again. Energy
bills, food prices and fuel bills are set to cripple UK families throughout
the year. The world is reeling from a global respiratory virus,
exacerbated by almost every turn by human malfeasance and
incompetence. To whom shall we look for deliverance?

Bosch proposes that a narrow focus on salvation has been a barrier to
mission and a ‘comprehensive Christological framework’ is needed.123 A
rejection of the doctrine that man can ‘save himself’, must be coupled
with an earnest working to end oppression as those who serve the God
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‘who will wipe every tear away’.124 Perhaps, we have forgotten Kuyper’s
insight that we must embrace the human culture we have been set in,
and remember we have the great gift to offer of ‘direct and immediate
communion with the Living God’.125 To put it simply, we must become
re-enchanted with what we are saved for, not going to Heaven, but the
thrill of seeing Christ’s Lordship over all things, and inviting others into
that adventure, here on earth.126

b. Return to the Supernatural
‘That church leaders in Europe seemed to have stopped believing in the
reality of the demonic was their problem, not his,’ writes Holland about a
charismatic 1970s Lusaka bishop, straining against the evident
rationalism of his European counterparts.127 Perhaps one of the most
simultaneously insightful and controversial themes in Holland’s thesis is
that Christianity in the West possessed the seeds of its own destruction.
He notes that the turn to rationalism, and repudiation of superstition128
by the Dutch philosopher Spinoza in the 17th century was to ‘turn the
strategies that Luther and Calvin had deployed against popery on
Christianity itself.’129 And for our purposes, whether it was the ideals of
the Reformation which engendered this change, we are left with the
undeniable reality that Enlightenment thinking has become dominant in
the West. Particularly, a tendency to see all religious belief and practice
as a separate and optional part of life, which may be tacked onto our
‘real’ experience which is guided by reason and science.130 However, it
is hardly as though this epistemology has quenched the longings of
every human being. For one thing, the themes of redemption, salvation,
and hope for the cosmos seem to be ineradicable in the media and
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stories we consume.131 Indeed, we could argue that universal strivings
continue, such as ‘the quest for affirmation of one’s life, for salvation,
and for hope’.132 And if this is the case that such striving still takes
place, it must follow that the Christian gospel and story, has some
potential to quench the meaning-seeking thirst in our society.133

The question then is precisely what to do in search of a means of
connecting such impulses to the story of Christianity. One of the most
relevant (and current) datasets in the UK for this question is Stephen
Hance’s 2021 study of social attitudes toward the Church of England.
One of the most striking conclusions in his survey was that people
thought ‘the Church seems very embarrassed to talk about God … One
participant wondered aloud if we have stopped really believing in God
and have decided to prioritize good works instead’.134 Adding to this
alarming reflection, was the general sense that the national church in
England has a rather anaemic ‘soft-left’ stance in terms of its public
engagement on the issues of the day. It has been observed by various
scholars that the Church is numerically growing more now in the Global
South than in the West. Various reasons are posited for this shift.
Samuel Deresa, having spent time in both cultures suggests it is the
Global South’s ‘emphasis on evangelism, which is the proclamation of
the gospel by all Christians to all people’ which makes the key
difference.135 He goes on to note however, the relations between
church and society, and discipleship strategies are somewhat lacking in
the Global South.136 Certainly, in terms of community integration, the
Western church and particularly the UK, often have strong roots, and
much goodwill from the public, which it would be foolish not to seek to
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capitalise on.137 To come back to Holland’s observation that the Church
has become somewhat de-mystified, perhaps a turn the Western
church should now take to re-discover its own strangeness in a postmodern world, even at the risk of being called superstitious. It is likely
that not only people are longing for transcendence but may even
privately think they are experiencing it and would wish to discuss and
make sense of these experiences in community.138 A basic Christian
presupposition in the New Testament is that God is at work in people’s
lives and souls, but too often in late modernity the Church has
downplayed its unique vocation in favour of social work. Reflecting on
the various approaches to missional engagement in the last century
Sŭng-o An writes:
The goal of mission has been changed from saving souls to
making the world a good place to live. As a result, the mission that
makes the world a better place, not the mission that evangelizes
the world, has been recognized as a mission that meets the will of
God. This kind of mistake can occur when the Church seeks the
goal of mission directly from God without seeing Jesus.139
To return to where we started, the fascinating story of Christianity in the
West which Holland charts only took place due to some fantastic
encounters with a man named Jesus. Perhaps the Church ought to
hope, evangelise, and organise as if they expect that people will
continue to have those, regardless of the shape which they take. And
indeed take risks regarding overall perception—to the point of seeming
utterly strange in a de-supernaturalised culture.
c. Laying Down Our Arms
In this final strand of implications to be considered from Holland’s
thesis, we start with the radical picture with which he opens his thesis:
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That such a god, of all gods, might have had a son, and that this
son, suffering the fate of a slave, might have been tortured to
death on a cross, were claims as stupefying, as they were, to most
Jews, repellent.140
One of the great strengths of Holland’s work, from the Church’s point of
view, is to have our story reflected to us from outside the gates of our
ecclesial city, by a historian telling a compelling narrative. What was
striking to the 1st century Jews, and to Holland today, ought to confront
us afresh. How did a Jewish peasant two thousand years ago forever
change history by his ignoble death? One reasonable answer is that He
laid aside his power, and we ought to do the same.

The history which Holland has charted above is one where, ironically,
the Church in the West rose to occupy the very seat of civil and political
power, often abusing it.141 But a re-assessment of our relationship to
power is a deeply Christian ethic, as our public consciousness is
currently reminding us via movements such as Black Lives Matter and
MeToo. There are many granular ways this can take shape, from more
robust safeguarding, advocating for the abused within church and
creating a culture where abuse of power and people is seen as
anathema. In recent days some of the most popular expressions of the
Church in the West have been exposed once again to be both
obsessed with celebrity and a haven for dangerous abusers, the two
often going hand in hand.142 But perhaps, at the societal level, the
Church must learn the way of the Saviour once again, build up further
trust and goodwill without assuming any cultural power. Indeed, given
the damage done by the Church’s own abuse of power, it stands to
reason it should take a significant shift, and possibly significant time, for
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a high level of trust to be instilled in her enough that people will care
about the message.143
It strikes me that the image Holland opens with has two enduringly
startling aspects—the audacious idea that this is authentically the Son
of God, and further that He has come to make himself vulnerable and
available to the ‘stinking toiling masses’. And it seems to follow that for
the Church to continue its mission, in any age but particularly ours, we
must follow in continuing to unashamedly seek to represent God as
seen in Christ and do so in as vulnerable and non-threatening a way as
Christ Himself— particularly in a culture weary of sales pitches, fake
products, and predatory advertising.144
Christ Is Risen, and Online — A Short Post Script
In looking to draw these final implications together, I offer a small
fragment of life on the frontlines of parish ministry, trying fervently to
continue the Church’s mission during a global pandemic. Hance noted
in his study the fact that online platforms had resulted in genuine
spiritual connection for the Church.145 This too has been my experience.
Not only were many of us forced to put all our worship ‘out there’ via a
dedicated stream, but we also found to our amazement new followers
as people could ‘shop around’ with little risk compared to showing up on
a Sunday morning. More than that, emerging generations are spending
increasing proportions of time online, and looking to online ‘feeds’ for
most of their information and formation (podcasts, social media, and
online communities). Some platforms such as Discord, focus on
community and relationship building through common interest, while
TikTok rewards creators who make authentic and original content that is
valuable to the users. By simply ‘showing up’ on the latter, offering brief
snippets of theology, humour, and bible readings, I have been able to
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connect with a diverse online community. It includes atheists,
committed Christians, new Christians, wiccans, Muslims, exevangelicals, spiritual seekers, and those who have been deeply hurt by
church. It has given birth to an online Bible study, as well as regular ‘live
Q and A’ sessions that help build community and add to our weekly
service viewership. But it does beg the question, in a post-Christian
society, what is it that is particularly efficacious about these emerging
platforms for the message?
Here I simply seek to draw together my two final points regarding the
supernatural and laying aside power. One of the by-products of
Western society’s individualism is surely our fragmentation. Parish
church life struggles just as many community organisations struggle in a
post-modern world of increasing individualism. And it may be said the
smartphone is the very nadir of that phenomenon. It delivers almost a
completely personalised experience to every user at almost every
interaction— our apps, news and social feeds can all be totally curated
to our tastes. We also spend ever increasing amounts of time on these
devices.146 It seems to me perfectly reasonable that for many ‘end
users’ now, if they wish to explore the supernatural in any way – it will
be through the relative safety and comfort of their smart device as
opposed to trekking out to an unknown building full of strangers. And
this may be what is driving the high volume of spiritual and esoteric
content on platforms like Tiktok.147 It appears that the rise of ‘nones’ on
our census forms in the West doesn’t quite tell the whole story, and
there are generations of spiritual seekers, looking to explore and find
answers —they perhaps are just not going to look to the traditional
outposts of institutional Christianity to guide them.
But perhaps the most important aspect of the shift to online in our
culture is what it offers in terms of genuine connection and vulnerability.
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Certainly, the relative safety and anonymity of the screen can generate
all manner of malice and depravity during interactions. But the tech
gods seem to be learning that many more people are finding their
community online and would like a safe space to do so. Again, TikTok
poises itself against other platforms by rewarding creators who ‘show
up’, are their authentic selves, and create high quality content that their
community finds engaging. The pandemic has driven not only more
users, but many more types of creators onto such online platforms. That
impetus to be authentic, in turn leaves users feeling as though they can
open up and be vulnerable. To return to my central point, that we must
continue to facilitate spaces where people can have encounters with the
risen Christ- surely as Christians we hold that there is no more powerful
or vulnerable an experience for someone. Putting this altogether, it is
only logical that increasingly, if Western individuals wish to both explore
and pursue such an interest in the person of Jesus, that they will opt
increasingly to do a great deal of that online, where they can explore
and be vulnerable.
The shift to online has presented opportunities for mission, but
obviously it alone is not the answer to all of Western Christianity’s woes.
From experience, however, it can at least be said that people continue
to seek spiritual nourishment, and if the Church makes herself
vulnerable, and available to people’s questions and experience, the
mission of Christ can certainly continue in our culture.
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CONCLUSION
Tom Holland clearly delivers a well-written history of Christianity in the
West through a compelling narrative. Forensic in detail, but also broad
enough to show the sweep of Christianity’s effects over two thousand
years, the work is a remarkable achievement. His thesis comes at an
important juncture in the West, and as has been shown, compels the
Church to ask where the essence of its faith lies, and how it may hope
to approach the society on its doorstep in the 21st century.
Beyond reasonable doubt, Christianity has been central to establishing
the Western legal tradition, our championing human rights, and basic
almost imperceptible beliefs about the sanctity of all human life. This
demonstrably applies even to Western atheists, with few exceptions.
We live in a world where we have hopes, aspirations of societal
progress, and the general belief that history is moving forward towards
some end point —whether utopia or catastrophe, thanks to Christianity.
But the Church has enormous challenges — not only in declining
numbers of Western believers but the uphill struggle against the
modern gods of materialism, comfort and belief in progress which seem
to render the Christian God unnecessary. We will increasingly face new
challenges or opportunities online, depending on how we see and
approach them.

As much as this may appear an inevitable cul-de-sac, Hollands work
has been employed to show ultimately humanity cannot every be its
own saviour. Indeed, one would hope anyone could see from Holland’s
presentation of his thesis, it is something rather other-worldly that
breaks in to make our world so much better today than in ancient times,
regarding both human rights and even scientific progress. If anything, it
seems Holland demonstrates that there was nothing historically
inevitable or indeed normative about quite the way in which the crucified
King of the Jews created a revolution that our entire Western world now
lives in the wake of.
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I end this paper by once again circling back to Holland’s startling
opening gambit. However much as Christianity helps and cleans up
society as the fruit of its being in our world, it all began with some
individuals personally encountering one they believed to be God’s
promised Messiah — which forever changed their world. In that vein,
the missional approach and hope for the Western church today must be
anchored on this very point. The application of that may be different
everywhere. But Holland’s impressive chronology of Western
Christendom outlines how adept Christianity is at settling into various
historical and cultural contexts, and the West is no monolith. The
epitaph to this study is surely that we may continue to have a sense of
expectancy and eagerness to push into new frontiers, convinced that
people continue to have encounters with the risen Jesus in diverse
situations and contexts.
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